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2. Short description of project objective and results  

 

UK 

The need to establish major cost-effective energy storage systems in the public power sys-

tem grows as we begin using more renewable energy. Therefore, the purpose of this project 

is to investigate the design-related and technical opportunities to install and integrate grid-

scale flow batteries to the Danish power system.  

 

This project has determined that a grid-scale battery for the Danish power system can bene-

fit from being placed near existing power plants and major oil terminals. Data from the elec-

tricity market also show that one should establish a battery system that has a storage capac-

ity of at least five hours and ideally longer. This will improve the economy of the battery sys-

tem and make it easier to optimize the use of renewable energy in the power system. 

 

On a technological level, the project group has concluded that all-iron batteries are expected 

to be the most suitable - both financially and technologically - when it comes to grid-scale 

energy storage systems. The project group therefore recommends that the goal should be to 

construct a pilot system with a capacity of 3 MW / 36 MWh with all-iron technology in order 

to test the technology in the Danish power system. 

 
 
DK 
Behovet for at etablere store, omkostningseffektive energilagre i det kollektive elnet stiger i 

takt med udbredelsen af vedvarende energi. Derfor har dette projekt til formål at undersøge 

de designmæssige og tekniske muligheder for at opføre og tilslutte store flow-batterier til det 

danske elnet.  

 

Med projektet er vi kommet frem til, at et stort batteri til det danske el-system med fordel 

kan placeres i forbindelse med eksisterende kraftværker og store olieterminaler. Data fra el-

markedet viser også, at man bør etablere et anlæg, der har en lagerkapacitet på minimum 5 

timer og gerne længere. Dette vil forbedre anlæggets økonomi og vil forbedre muligheden 

for at optimere udnyttelsen af VE produktion i elnettet. 

 

Teknologimæssigt er projektgruppen kommet frem til, at all-iron er den forventelige mest 

fordelagtige batteri-teknologi, både økonomisk og teknologisk, når det gælder store el-lag-

ringsanlæg. Det er derfor projektgruppens anbefaling, at der sigtes efter at opbygge et pilot-

anlæg på 3 MW / 36 MWh med all-iron som teknologi til afprøvningen af teknologien i det 

danske elnet.  
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3. Executive summary  

 

The purpose of the project was to investigate and at length develop prototypes for grid scale 

flow batteries for the power system. The project work was based on reusing large steel tanks 

that had previously been used to store fossil fuel.  

 

The flow batteries that are available today are mainly vanadium or zinc/bromide battery sys-

tems. These are based on small-scale household storage capacities, typically in the range of 

5 kW and around 20 kWh. The technological opportunities for upscaling and testing the use 

of flow batteries in the MW range for the grid have to be investigated, if the technology is to 

be used to solve the pressing need to store electricity generated by renewable energy 

sources.  

 

It is expected that in the long run there will be larger and cheaper flow battery modules on 

the market which will be more suited for large storage capacities connected to the electrical 

grid. Unfortunately, the pace of development is slow and the scaling up of battery storage 

systems intended for use in the public grid is today typically done by connecting hundreds of 

individual modules. With funds from EUDP, this project has investigated how a battery stor-

age system can be designed and connected to the public grid for the purpose of storing the 

increasing amounts of fluctuating energy generated by renewable energy sources in the Dan-

ish power system.  

 

Li-ion is currently the most used battery technology, but the technology is assessed as being 

a transitional technology in terms of storing large amounts of energy in stationary storage 

systems, as li-ion batteries are limited in terms of: price, due to the large demand from 

other industries (including the auto and consumer electronics industry), the fact that cells 

get depleted from frequent charging and discharging and due to fire safety issues.   

The project group’s investigation of other battery technologies has shown that using vana-

dium in flow batteries is not a good solution, mainly due to price and application issues. On 

the other hand, it is assessed that currently all-iron batteries are the most promising battery 

technology for scaling, particularly due to their power and price level. all-iron batteries are 

expected to be both cheaper and better than Li-ion and vanadium systems. 

 

It is therefore the recommendation of the project group that work continues on a pilot plant 

on a scale of 3 MW / 36 MWh using the all-iron technology. 

 

Price comparison between different storage technologies for a 3 MW unit: 

 

Type: Hours of  

full load 

operation 

Power capac-

ity 

[MW] 

 

Storage capac-

ity 

[MWh] 

Specific price 

level 

[Index pr MWh] 

Li-ion 

 

 

1 

5 

12 

3 

3* 

3* 

3 

15 

36 

Index 100 

50 

40 

Vanadium  1 

5 

12 

3 

3 

3 

3 

15 

36 

265 

80 

45 

All-iron 1 

5 

12 

3 

3 

3 

3 

15 

36 

315 

70 

38 

*output reduced to 3 MW to reach the required duration of operation  
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4. Project objectives  

 

The project’s primary objective was to develop a technical solution model and a budget for 

establishing grid-scaled flow batteries in the public power grid. The project has thus been 

aimed at optimizing the establishment costs for creating energy storage systems by investi-

gating the possibilities of reusing existing large steel tanks originally used for oil storage as 

the container component of a flow battery.  

 

The project’s activities were divided into five work packages: Below, is a description of the 

objective for each work package, whether the development progressed as planned and 

whether the agreed upon milestones were reached in addition to what risks were associated 

with each work package.  

 

Work package 1: Project management and administration 

Objective The purpose of this work package was to ensure that the project consor-
tium worked in the same direction and that the course of the project was 
planned in such a manner that the knowledge and results gained from 
each work package create synergies and act as input to other work pack-
ages.  

Work package 2: Using steel tanks as containers in flow battery 

Objective  The objective of this work package was to ensure that the different types 
of flow batteries were investigated in terms of their suitability for storage 
in existing steel tanks.   

Milestones  • Paper on types of flow batteries and their characteristics  

• Paper on environmental and health and safety conditions  

• Paper on the opportunity to reuse the tanks (if relevant, with a 
new coating) and associated pipes, valves and pumping units.  

• Report on technology recommendation for a certain type of bat-
tery 

Development 
and unfore-
seen problems 

 

After the mapping of technologies, at first vanadium was chosen as the 
best medium, as it is currently the most available and mature technology. 
However, the results showed vanadium systems for grid scaled storage 

systems is less suitable due to the price, and the coating applied to large 
steel tanks is not durable enough and is associated with major risks. As 
an alternative, the zinc-air and all-iron technology was examined, which 
is both cheaper and better suited for steel tanks.  

Work package 3: Integration of the flow batteries into the Danish electricity mar-
ket 

Objective This work package examined the opportunities to connect the large-scale 
flow batteries to the Danish power system. The result was used to assess 
which commercial business models were best suited for grid-scale flow 
batteries. 

Milestones  • Reports that examine market models, for example, the benefits in 
the grid compared to the possible financial revenue that can be 
achieved with the flow battery.   

• Paper on requirements for connecting the flow battery to the grid 
and the current regulation.   

• Evaluation of operational experiences and risks with current oper-
ating flow batteries. 
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Development 

and unfore-
seen problems 

 

The various services a flow battery can provide to the power grid were 

mapped, and the results showed that, besides functioning as a storage 
system for excess energy from renewable sources, flow batteries can also 
provide utility services to the electrical grid to achieve the optimal reve-
nue.   

In the work package, the aim was to collected experiences from other 
major battery storage systems, but unfortunately, the project group had 
to downsize its activities due to COVID-19.  

Work package 4: Designing grid-scale flow batteries 

Objective The purpose of this work package was to find the best solution for devel-
oping grid-scale flow batteries in existing steel tanks and how they should 
be designed to become a cost-effective solution model.   

Milestones  • Project proposal for completion of a pilot project 

• Design guide for flow batteries in existing steel tanks 

Development 
and unfore-
seen problems 

Two design guides were developed, one using vanadium technology and 
the other using all-iron technology. The case study was based on a 3 MW 
/ 36 MWh solution. 

The using og steel tanks as container components in the flow battery 
were deemed unfeasible due to the technology disadvantages found un-
der work package 2. 

Work package 5: Selection of pilot project 

Objective Based on the most suitable solution found in work package 4, this work 
package was to select and design a suitable pilot project to test and 

demonstrate this technology in operational environment. 

Milestones  • Project proposal for completion of a pilot project  

• Work with authority processing  

• Fire and health and safety assessments 

Development 
and unfore-
seen problems 

Based on the work with the battery design in work package 4, the project 
group has worked on how a grid scaled pilot project could be prepared. 

However, current taxes and tariffs make it infeasible to establish grid-
scale batteries in the power system. The project group has therefore 
looked at how a battery could be placed together with a renewable en-

ergy source together with an oil terminal. Partly to avoid double tariffs, 

and partly in relation to how the battery can provide utility to the power 
grid, to the oil terminal and to the wind or solar park. 

Work package 6: Dissemination 

Objective Work package 6 contains the dissemination of the project result and 
preparation of the final report. 

Milestones • Final report  

• Articles on the knowledge acquired from the establishment of 
grid-scale flow batteries via relevant magazines such as:   

o Ingeniøren  

o EnergySupply  

o Dansk Energi  

o Relevant social media, such as LinkedIn   
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• Holding a theme day at the selected site 

Development 
and unfore-
seen problems 

The project completed the following communication activities: Homepage, 
press releases, ect. 

Press releases and articles can be seen in the appendix. 

The theme day where cancelled due to covid-19.  

 

 

 

5. Project results and dissemination of results 
 

5.1 Flow batteries in general 

A redox flow battery is a battery in which the energy is stored electrochemically in a fluid. 

Generally, the batteries are charged with excess electricity generated by renewable sources 

such as solar or wind. The energy is stored in the electrolyte fluid in the redox flow battery 

until the energy is to be used, at which point it can be return in the form of electricity. 

 

A redox flow battery consists of three main components: 

1. Tanks used to store the electrolyte fluid. The size of the tanks determines the 

amount of energy that can be stored. The larger the tank, the more capacity. There 

needs to be used at least two tanks in a flow battery; one for the positive side (cath-

olyte) and one for the negative side (anolyte). 

2. The stack, which consists of ion-selective membranes that ensure that ions can wan-

der between the anode and cathode sides during charging and discharging.  

3. Pumps that pump the fluid from the tanks and through the stack and back to the 

tank again.   

 

 

Characteristics of flow batteries: 

• The storage capacity is scalable. It just requires larger tanks. 

• Long life-expectancy and operationally reliable, and thus has relatively low lifetime 

costs 

• The electrolytes that store the energy are non-flammable 

• The chemistry of the electrolyte fluid is well-known and manageable 

• The electrolyte fluids are poisonous to varying extents 

 

 

 

ion-selective 
membrane 

Charge 

Anolyte 

Discharge 

Catholyte 
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5.2 Mapping of technologies 

 

The project first mapped the various commercially available flow battery technologies 

currently on the market. The technologies needed to be examined in relation to suitability for 

grid-scale batteries and in terms of using existing steel tanks for storage. The study focused 

on:  

• Composition of electrolytes 

• Mass 

• Toxicity 

• Temperature intervals 

• Lifetime  

• Energy density  

 

 

The following is an overview of the most commonly used technologies at present. 

Flow bat-

tery type 
Anode Cathode 

Density 

[
𝒌𝒈

𝑳
] 

Safety 

Tempera-

ture inter-

val [°C] 

Lifetime 

Energy 

density 

[Wh/L] 

Vanadium 

V(II)/ 

V(III) 

V(IV)/ 

V(V) 

1.324 

Toxic to the aquatic 

environment in high 

concentrations 

10-40 

12,000-

20,000     

cycles 

15-25 

Zinc-Bro-

mine 
Zn/𝑍𝑛2+ 2Br/2𝐵𝑟− 1.5 

Bromide is a very toxic 

gas 
20-50 

>2,000      

cycles 
16-39 

Polysul-

fide-Bro-

mine 

Polysul-

fide 
Br/𝐵𝑟− 3.2 

Bromide is a very toxic 

gas 
20-40 

>2,000     

cycles 
11-60 

Iron-

Chrome 

𝐶𝑟2+

/𝐶𝑟3+ 

𝐹𝑒2+

𝐹𝑒3+
 - - 40-60 750 11.5 

ORBATS 

𝐴𝑄𝐷𝑆 

(𝑁𝐻4)2 
𝑁𝐻4𝐼 1-1.3 - -30-50 - 17 

Copper 

battery 
𝐶𝑢+/Cu 𝐶𝑢+/𝐶𝑢2+ 

> Vana-

dium 
- 5-70 - 20 

Zinc-air Zn/𝑍𝑛2+ 𝑂2 /𝑂𝐻
− 1.28 KOH is very alkaline 10-40 20 years 250-1,000 

All-iron Fe2+/Fe+3 Fe2+/Fe+3 - - 10-50 25 years 15-25 

 

 

5.3 Suitable technologies 

 

Vanadium 

Based on parameters such as availability, lifetime and usability, the project group first chose 

the vanadium technology (VRFB). The vanadium flow battery has the advantage that the 

same electrolyte is used on both the anode and cathode side, whereby cross-contamination 

is eliminated if a leak occurs between the two sides. This increases the lifetime of the battery 

considerably and the lifetime of a VRFB will typically be over 20 years. In addition, the elec-

trolyte is completely reusable after 20 years and thus maintains its market value.  

 

The anolyte must not come into contact with air, as the oxygen in the air will oxidize the 

electrolyte and this will reduce the battery’s overall capacity. Therefore, the gas at the top of 

the storage tank must be an inert gas which isolates the electrolyte from the oxygen in the 

air. The vanadium electrolyte works in a temperature range of 10-40 °C. It is important to 

emphasise that the temperature around the battery can easily be outside of the temperature 

interval of 10-40 °C without damaging the battery - it is only the electrolyte that needs to be 

within this temperature range. The surrounding temperature could therefore in theory easily 
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be at -5 °C or 50 °C without damaging the battery as long as the temperature of the electro-

lyte is in the range of 10-40 °C. 

Under normal conditions, there is neither generated hydrogen or oxygen gas during the 

charging and discharging processes. 

 

Zinc-air 

The zinc-air technology was examined as an alternative to the vanadium technology, and 

was selected due to being more economically feasible and having better opportunities for 

long-duration storage.     

 

Zinc-air batteries are a promising battery technology due to their very high energy density 

(250-1,000 Wh/kg) and because the electrolytes they use are significantly less costly than 

those used by vanadium batteries. A zinc-air battery can be constructed with only a single 

tank used to store the electrolyte, as the electrolyte’s density and viscosity change during 

the charging process and the charged and discharged electrolytes are thus separated even 

though they are in the same container. However, it is still recommended to use several 

tanks.  

 

The chemistry that the zinc-air batteries are based on has been known for a long time (more 

than 50 years). The electrochemical reaction is based on zinc being used as an active and 

static anode material while air flows through the flow cell on the cathode side. The electro-

lyte that the zinc is immersed in is very alkaline (9-12M KOH). With an alkaline electrolyte, 

there is no problem using steel tanks for storage. 

 

However, the zinc-air system is not commercially available yet. 

 

 

All-iron 

The all-iron technology was also examined as an alternative to the vanadium technology. 

This technology was selected due to being more economically feasible and having better op-

portunities for long-duration energy storage such as beyond the normal 4 hours. The tech-

nology is commercially available but with only one vendor. 

 

 

5.3.1 Recommended technology 

 

For the time being all-iron batteries are recommended as the storage technology for the 

Danish electricity market in the context of integrating flow batteries into the grid. The 

technology is one of the most promising battery technologies due to its relative low price 

(100 USD/kWh) compaired to >500 USD/kWh for a Vanadium system. 

 

The all-iron solution has the following advantages compared to a vanadium solution: 

i. much cheaper electrolyte 

ii. allows for larger and more flexible battery storage and thus long-duration storage, 

which is an advantage in terms of a better utilization of renewable energy compared 

to the current 4-hour vanadium solutions.    
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Type: Hours of  

full load 

operation 

Power capac-

ity 

[MW] 

 

Storage capac-

ity 

[MWh] 

Specific price 

level 

[Index pr MWh] 

Li-ion 

 

 

1 

5 

12 

3 

3* 

3* 

3 

15 

36 

Index 100 

50 

40 

Vanadium  1 

5 

12 

3 

3 

3 

3 

15 

36 

265 

80 

45 

All-iron 1 

5 

12 

3 

3 

3 

3 

15 

36 

315 

70 

38 

*output reduced to 3 MW to reach the required duration of operation  

 

 
 

5.4 Establishment of grid-scale flow batteries 

 

 

5.4.1 Vanadium systems 

 
The initial goal of the project was to investigate what kinds of treatment methods that were 

needed to use the electrolyte in existing steel tanks placed at oil terminals or power plants. 

The idea of reusing existing large oil tanks was to recycle them as they were phased out in 

connection with the green transition.  

 

The vanadium electrolyte is strongly acidic with a pH 1 and if the solution is to be used in 

existing steel tanks, they will need to be coated. Any potential iron contact from the tank’s 

interior construction would be a problem, as hydrogen is formed when iron comes into contact 

with the vanadium solution. Hydrogen gas is not recommended in areas where oil products are 

stored. 

 

Several vendors have been asked whether there is a coating on the market that can withstand 

the vanadium solution. In principle, it is possible to coat the tanks for this purpose, but it only 

has a lifetime of 2-3 years and require annual inspections. In order to prevent iron leakage, 

there would need to be installed a covering or floating membrane. Existing oil pipeline systems 

at the oil plant cannot be used due to the sizes of the pipes – and it would be too expensive 

to coat them. It is therefore recommended that pipes be constructed from PE100 plastic.  

 

Oil tanks at oil terminals and refineries are generally in the size range of 20-90,000 m3 and 

will be able to contain a vanadium energy storage of up to 2 TWh. As the basis for this analysis 

is to be able to store 10 MWh (equivalent to two tanks of 250 m3), the existing tanks will be 

far too large for this amount of energy. 

 

The partial conclusion is therefore that existing steel tanks are not suited for the task of being 

used with vanadium, mainly due to the low durability with coating. In addition, several current 

tank storage facilities are built with embankments and soil floors - which are capable of han-

dling Heavy Fuel Oil - but they are not suitable when it comes to containing a vanadium solution 

spillage.  

It is therefore recommended that a vanadium solution is constructed from several double-

walled plastic tanks of approximately 150 m3 and that there should be established a tank 

storage facility with concrete flooring and walls that is large enough to contain the dimensions 

of the largest tank plus a safety margin. 
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With an tank and pipe facility constructed in PE100 plastic and based on a system with 2MW 

and 10MWh of energy storage, there is a need for 4x150 m3 tanks and a flow of electrolyte of 

60-120 m3 per hour with at relatively low pressure over the stack (less than 1 bar). The oper-

ation temperature is between 10-40 degrees Celsius.  

 

 

 

  

 Diagram of a flow battery storage system based on vanadium 

  

PE tanks can be purchased with a volume of approximately 150 m3 which can be transported 

by trucks (4 metre diameter, 12 metres high). This will therefore require 3-4 tanks to achieve 

the desired level of storage. PE pipes can be found up to PN16 (16 bars) in with the required 

diameters. Similarly, one pump with a plastic pump housing and magnetic coupling can man-

age up to 300 m3/hour at 5 bar and therefore easily meet the need for 200 m3/hour.  

 

 

5.4.2 Zinc-air system 

The all-iron flow battery has a number of advantages. Besides being a less expensive product, 

the energy density of the charged solution is approximately 50 times greater than the energy 

density of vanadium batteries (can hold approximately 1 kWh/litre). This results in small stor-

age tanks of only 75 m3 (for example, 2.5 metre diameter x 2.5 metres high) each in order to 

be able to store 10 MWh. In addition, the zinc solution is alkaline (pH>13) and can be used in 

steel tanks without apparent issues. 

 

In relation to the choice of materials, 1.4401/1.4571 (AISI316 / AISI316Ti) has been found to 

be suitable for the task. The plastic types EPDM (up to 90°C), PTFE, PVC and PP are also 

suitable choices. Tanks and pipe systems therefore do not need to be insulated for the process 

to work. As stainless steel is used, there are many opportunities for designing tanks and pipes 

- even with a density of 1.3 and a viscosity that will vary in the process. Concerning tank 

facilities, there needs to be established a tank holding area with robust floors/sides (concrete) 

that is large enough to contain the dimensions of the largest tank plus a safety margin. 

 

In a 3MW/36MWh setup, there will be needed 2 x 275 m3 tanks for storage and a flow between 

the stack/valve of up to around 100-200 m3/hour at relatively low pressure (<1 bar over 

stack). It operates at temperatures of between 10-40 degrees Celsius.  

 

Stack / unit 

∆Pmax = 1 bar 

100 kW/stack 

Storage 
Storage 
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Unlike the vanadium solution where one uses the same stack to charge and discharge, the 

zinc-air model requires two different stacks for, respectively, charging and discharging. 

 

 

5.4.3 All-iron system 

 

The all-iron flow battery is in terms of system design a lot like the Vanadium system.  

 

The all-iron electrolyte is strongly acidic with a pH 2 and if the solution is to be used in existing 

steel tanks, they will need to be coated. 

 

In a 3MW/36MWh all-iron battery, there will be needed 2500 m3 tanks for storage and a flow 

between the stack/valve of up to around 100-200 m3/hour at relatively low pressure (<1 bar 

over stack). It operates at temperatures of between 10-50 degrees Celsius.  

 

 

5.4.4 Connection to the power grid 

 

An interconnection between the energy storage system and the public power grid must be 

established if the storage system is to participate in the electricity and utility service mar-

kets. Depending on the geographic location and the nominal power of the storage system, it 

will be connected at voltage levels specified by the power system operator.  

 

Air compressor 

Storage Storage 
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The Danish power system is split into two categories, grids operating below 100 kV are clas-

sified as distribution systems, and above 100 kV are classified as transmission system. The 

process in Denmark is initiated by the distribution system operator (DSO) determining which 

voltage level will result in the lowest total cost of the interconnection. The main factor in de-

ciding the voltage level is the nominal power of the plant.  

 

Regardless of the voltage level, the storage system can be connected in two ways, either di-

rectly to the grid with a completely new interconnection, or by integrating in an existing in-

stallation.  

 

By integrating in an existing installation, the owner would already have an established inter-

connection infrastructure, thus making the CAPEX of the plant significantly lower. Another 

advantage of having the storage system in an existing installation, is the ability to optimize 

the power consumption from the grid to minimize cost.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 Example of a storage system connected to the grid via an existing installation 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Example of a storage system connected to the grid via a dedicated interconnection 

 

The costs when connecting to the public grid will be specified after a cost-sharing agreement 

between the developer and system operator. The cost-sharing agreement means that if the 

flow battery should be attached to an existing transformer station, the developer would need 

to pay all costs for upgrades required to the existing station. For example, this might be new 

areas, including busbars, separators, switches, earthing systems, transformers plus control 
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and personal protection equipment for the impacted areas. The boundary for operation and 

maintenance will be in the grid connection point.  

 

In order to be allowed to connect to the grid, the storage system must fulfill a set of tech-

nical requirements described in the “Technical Regulation 3.3.1”, which specifies the tech-

nical and functional minimum requirements the battery plants must comply with in the Point 

of Connection in Installation. The regulation includes provisions for the properties which 

these plants must have throughout their service lives. 

 

When the energy storage system is to be connected to the grid, there must be prepared doc-

umentation showing that all requirements described in TF 3.3.1 are met. This documentation 

must contain information on tolerance for voltage and frequency deviations, electrical quality 

parameters, control functions, protection functions and exchange of data as described in the 

various sections of the regulation.  

 

 

5.4.5 Environment, safety and operation 

 

For a grid-scale flow battery, it is important that the system is placed correctly in relation to 

existing infrastructure. The placement of the battery also depends on the acceptance of 

authorities and the local area.  

 

Power plants and oil terminals are considered a good location for a large flow battery, as 

these companies have extensive experience in handling oil and thus have a highly specialised 

organisation for operations that meets society's requirements for safety and environmental 

considerations. Power plants and oil terminals have written procedures for all significant work 

tasks, so that both safety and quality are addressed while at the same time being located in 

industrial areas that are zoned for heavy industry. It is therefore assessed that there will be 

significant economies of scale advantages by operating flow battery systems alongside power 

plants and oil terminals. These companies often also have a strong electrical infrastructure 

that can be used for a flow battery. 

 

In terms of environmental and safety issues for the two different solutions (vanadium and 

all-iron), in principle the same precautionary measures need to be taken. 

 

Both types of flow batteries are not permitted to emit any dangerous gases during charging 

or discharging, and the temperature interval during the process must be in the 10-40 

degrees Celsius range. 

As neither vanadium or all-iron electrolyte is classified as a dangerous substance, cf. the 

Seveso Directive, then it seems that it will not be necessary to prepare a safety document 

and the company (the flow battery alone) will neither be a “kolonne 2” og “kolonne 3” 

company. As dangerous substances are being worked with in both cases (strongly acidic), 

there must be prepared a number of operational protocols and procedures that ensure the 

health and safety of personnel working with the battery systems. 

 

In addition, in both cases it is recommended - and presumably also a requirement by the 

authorities - that there be two layers of security and sectioning of tank storage facilities in 

order to reduce the economy losses and reduce the size of acidic/alkaline leaks if an accident 

occurs. 

 

 

 

5.5 Business models 

The project has investigated which commercial services a grid-scale energy storage system 

can offer to the Danish power system, i.e. how they can be part of the electricity market in 

terms of utility services and as a commercial battery on the day-ahead market.  
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List of commercial services for a battery: 

Service Description Requirements 

Storage of energy from 

renewable energy 

sources 

  

The battery is charged when there 

is a surplus of renewable energy in 

the grid (-> low electricity price) 

and discharged when there is a 

surplus of renewable energy (-> 

high electricity price). 

Buying/selling and production of 

electricity will be handled by an 

actor in the electricity market. 

Frequency containment 

reserve 

FCR 

The battery is part of the utility 

services in the grid in terms of 

maintaining a stable frequency 

FCR: Response time of 15-30 sec-

onds. Activation is automatic 

when frequency deviations occur.  

Activation in 4-hour blocks.  

FCR-N: Response time of 150 

seconds. Activation is automatic 

when frequency deviations of 

50±0.1Hz occur. Activation for 3 

or 6-hour blocks. 

FCR-D: Response time of 5 sec-

onds, 50% and 25 seconds, 

100%. Activation is automatic at 

frequencies <49.9Hz. Activation 

for 3 or 6-hour blocks. 

Automatic frequency 

recovery reserve 

aFRR 

Not currently possible. 

 

Response time <15 minutes  

  

  

  

Manual frequency re-

covery reserve 

mFRR 

  

System service in relation to main-

taining a balance on the electrical 

grid based on variations between 

expected and actual consumption 

and production.  

Response time of 15 minutes   

 

Utility services 

-Inertia 

-Short circuit power 

-Voltage reg. 

The battery is included as a sys-

tem-supporting function which is 

currently managed by the central 

power plants.  

The requirement is expected to 

be a response time of 1.3 sec-

onds. 

Arbitrage The battery is part of wind farms or 

solar parks as a storage system so 

that energy can be retained when 

energy prices are low and sent 

back to the grid when prices are 

high.  

 

Peak-shaving 

-in renewable energy 

facilities 

-in companies 

-in the electrical grid 

The battery must remove the peak 

loads to/from the grid in order to 

prevent local overloads. 

For wind farms, this can also be 

used to optimise operations. 

 

Black start 

(Starting up from 0) 

A large battery with an existing 

amount of energy in its storage can 

be used for a black start of the 

electrical grid.  

The inverter must be able to sup-

ply energy to a dead grid and 

maintain the frequency. Must be 

connected to the 132/150 kV 

grid. 12-hour operations. 

 
 

For the various services, the project group has investigated which requirements batteries 

should fulfill in terms of response times and how long the service must be supplied to the 

grid, to determine the requirements for the structure, size and management of a large-scale 

flow battery.     

Besides earnings, the project group also has mapped how a flow battery in the electrical grid 

will be charged taxes and tariffs for the services it provides to the grid. Based on this work, a 

recommendation on power, storage capacity and reaction speeds has been made. 
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The recommendation for the duration of a battery in the Danish power grid is at least 5 

hours of storage and optimally 12 hours for better integrating renewable energy source in 

the grid.  

 

  

 

 

The response time for an idle battery with pumps running is 1 sec. so it can take part in util-

ity services, peak-shaving and for Frequency containment reserve. For services as Storage of 

energy from renewable energy sources, Automatic and manually frequency recovery reserve 

and Black start an idle battery with pumps stopped should be up and running in maximum 

15 min. 

 

For the current taxation and tariffs problem in Denmark it is recommended to establish the 

battery in conjunction with wind farms or solar parks and local consumption to avoid this. 

However, the project group still find it possibly for the battery to do the above services even 

if it is places behind the meter. 

 

 

The Danish energy tax/tariff system in the electricity sector has been and partially still is set 

up to treat energy as an instantaneous commodity which has to be consumed in the same 

moment that is it created. The introduction of storage conflicts with this method of taxing the 

use of electricity. For storage, this means that the owner will be taxed both when storing and 

when releasing energy from the storage system back into the grid.  

 

As the amount of transported energy involves more taxes, the current taxation system does 

not support the integration of electricity storage systems in the electrical grid. Conversely, 

the integration of electricity storage capacity in the existing installation, where minimized 

use of the public grid can result in major financial advantages for the plant owner, mainly by 

optimizing taxes/tariffs. 
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This means in brief that the current taxation system primarily supports decentralised elec-

tricity generation systems where private producers/consumers produce and store electrical 

energy themselves. Therefore integration of electricity storage capacity in the electric grid 

will be driven by the need to maintain security of supply and electricity storage capacity in 

existing installation will be driven by optimization of the tax costs for the plant owner. 

 

However, the Danish parliament is currently working on a new energy bill, which includes a 

reassessment of the Danish tariff and tax system in the electricity sector. This results in a 

great deal of uncertainty about how the electricity market will work in the future and whether 

the above conclusion will also apply after changes to the tariff/tax system. 

Therefore, it is the recommendation of the project group that future energy storage systems 

should be able to carry out as many as possible of the current and expected future utility 

services listed in the table above in order to ensure the highest revenue.  

 

 

5.6 Dissemination of results 

The project’s results were communicated via a number of channels. Besides knowledge shar-

ing via the project group’s network, the following channels have also been used to communi-

cate about the project:  

 
5.6.1 Homepage  

At the start of the project, the www.nelt.dk homepage was set up. The project group has 

used the homepage as a shared online platform to share knowledge about the project and 

how it progresses. 

There has been submitted press releases on an ongoing basis in addition to news and other 

relevant info on the homepage.  

 

 
  

http://www.nelt.dk/
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5.6.2 Press releases and articles 

For the purpose of making the knowledge gained during the project available to relevant tar-

get groups, there has been submitted a number of press releases and articles about the pro-

ject work and its results. The publications have, among other things, put the focus on flow 

battery technologies and their areas of application in terms of storing large amounts of re-

newable energy in the power grid and the challenges with the current tax system that may 

make it impossible to spread the use of the technology.  

The press releases and articles have been redistributed by various media outlets, including 

Ingeniøren, Altinget, Energy Supply, Electronic Supply and TekniskFokus. In addition, the 

project group’s participants have also contributed to sharing press releases and articles via 

company websites and LinkedIn.  

 

 

 

6. Utilisation of project results  
 

Utilisation: Nordisk Energirådgivning 

Nordisk Energirådgivning has via its participation in the preliminary project stages gained 

knowledge and an overview of how large-scale flow batteries can and should be integrated 

into the Danish power grid. Based on that knowledge, Nordisk Energirådgivning will currently 

be capable of offering technical advice to those building or planning to build flow battery 

electricity storage systems. 

 

Nordisk Energirådgivning has also worked together with the other participants of the project 

consortium to get market insights into what construction and delivery interfaces it would be 

necessary to define and specify between relevant suppliers of components and solution sys-

tems.  

 

Likewise, Nordisk Energirådgivning has also identified the various financial and regulatory 

barriers that one would have to consider during a decision-making process.  

 

Overall, with its participation in the preliminary project stages, Nordisk Energirådgivning has 

gained the required advisory capacity that will be needed when either developing, building 

and launching flow battery electricity storage systems. 

 

Utilisation: Inter Terminals 

Inter Terminals has used the project to gain insight into large-scale electricity storage sys-

tems, and as owners of tank terminals, in the long run the building and operation of flow 

battery systems, etc. may become a new business area for us - if the business case is sound.  

 

Utilisation: HOFOR Vind 

Throughout the project, HOFOR has gained knowledge about the maturity of the project and 

whether it could be a component in future renewable energy projects and contribute to the 

project economy and the general utilisation of renewable energy in the Danish electrical grid. 

HOFOR has gained knowledge about the construction of systems and design considerations 

plus the operational opportunities in the current electricity market and under the current 

ruleset in addition to what opportunities there might be in a future market with a greater 

proportion of renewable energy and more focus on flexible services. 

With this project, HOFOR has gained a better basis for decision making when it comes to fu-

ture investment decisions involving battery technologies and also gained a better basis for 

evaluating a potential pilot project.  

 

Utilisation: Skanda 

As a specialist and entrepreneur in a relatively conservative business - the oil industry - this 

project has shown Skanda some future business opportunities.  Storing energy in the way 
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this project does also touches parts of the industry specialisation that Skanda already pos-

sesses in the tank industry.  

For the same reason, we have also had a commercial interest in the EUDP project as it might 

be a potential business area in the future.  

Additionally, in its vision and business plan Skanda has a goal of making itself a more green 

and sustainable company. Participating in this project has been very constructive in terms of 

seeing green transition potentials.  

 

Utilisation: Dansk Energirådgivning 

Based on the project, Dansk Energirådgivning has gained insight into how large energy stor-

age systems in the form of how flow batteries can be designed and integrated into the Dan-

ish electricity market in order to be able to store the increasing amount of renewable energy 

in the electrical grid. 

  

Together with the companies in the project consortium, Dansk Energirådgivning has uncov-

ered and assessed the current technological possibilities in the market and has, through 

plant visits and the exchange of experiences both nationally and internationally, gained new 

knowledge about flow batteries. In addition, Dansk Energirådgivning has been involved in 

analysing the economic and regulatory barriers to the integration of flow batteries in the 

Danish power grid.  

  

Overall, the project process has resulted in Dansk Energirådgivning expecting to take part in 

a pilot project that can test and mature the flow battery technology for the Danish power 

grid and in the long term also foreign markets. Based on the project and the collaboration 

with the consortium, Dansk Energirådgivning will be able to function as a project developer 

and thereby contribute to the conceptualisation of a profitable energy storage facility project. 
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7. Project conclusion and perspective 
 

The project has shown that there is potential in placing large energy storage facilities near 

power plants and oil terminals in order to use their infrastructure and operating organisation, 

as this provides an opportunity to optimise the costs of the systems.  

However, the project has also shown that the possibility of reusing steel tanks by oil terminals 

is limited, as it has not been possible to find a suitable long-term type of coating for steel tanks 

when using acidic electrolytes. In addition, the solution requires that the tank storage facilities 

in general need to be rebuilt, as while they are suitable for oil products, they are not suitable 

for more volatile liquids such as electrolytes.  

 

Based on the project group’s study of various electrolytes and the associated economy, safety 

issues, energy density, etc. it is assessed that all-iron batteries are the most suitable solution 

at the present time. However, there are rapid developments going on with battery technolo-

gies, and this may mean that new and less well-developed technologies begin gaining ground 

on the market. The developments are taking place as the need for large-scale energy storage 

systems grows as renewable energy sources begin making up a greater proportion of the 

electricity in the power grid. Here, flow batteries are extremely competitive on a price basis 

for long-term storage of electricity (more than 5 hours) compared to other technologies, par-

ticularly li-ion batteries. Due to the current development stage of flow batteries, the establish-

ment and operating costs for the technology remain high. However, these costs are expected 

to decrease significantly once the battery technology enters large-scale production. 

 

In relation to the Danish power grid, on the basis of the project’s investigations, it is recom-

mended to aim for a solution that has 5-12 hours of storage capacity in the flow battery. 

However, at present the tax and tariff systems makes it impossible for large-scale battery 

systems to be integrated into the Danish electrical grid. It has not been the project's purpose 

to find a solution to this, but as the political parties working on a new energy legislation which 

aims at reassessing the Danish tariff and tax system in the electricity sector. It is the project 

group's recommendation that future battery storage facilities be built so that they can be con-

nected to the power grid and perform as many utility services as possible. This ensures the 

best possible return on the large capital investment. 
 

Flow battery technology is a promising solution for promoting renewable energy in Denmark, 

and if the current tariff and tax system in the electricity sector is changed, there is a possibility 

that flow battery technology can develop and Denmark can become a European leader in this 

space. In order to develop the technology, it requires that a pilot-plant is tested on a large 

scale so that the commercial, technological and regulatory opportunities are investigated in 

further detail.  

At the same time, there is a need for clarification as to how batteries can avoid “double taxa-

tion”, and this requires that there is a political focus on this problem. One possible solution 

would be to have a special dispensation from taxes for a large-scale pilot project.  
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8. Annex 
 

The Project homepage: NELT.DK 
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Press releases 
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